Offer Loja.com
Seller/ Vendor Policy
Offer Loja.com marketplace is leading platform for selling online. Be it a manufacturer, vendor or
supplier, simply sell your products online on Offer Loja.com and become a top e-commerce player
with minimum investment. Selling on Offer Loja.com is easy. All you need is to register, list your
images and start selling your products.







Support laws and regulations
Minimize risks to sellers
Provide equal opportunity to all sellers
Protect intellectual property rights
Provide a more enjoyable buying and selling experience
Support the values of the Offer Loja.com community

The fees we charge for using our Services are
 Seller/vendor license fee at the time of your registration
 Our service charge is % of the selling price/product price.(will vary any time)
We give the amount directly to the seller’s bank /pay pal account after successful courier and the
customer have no complaints about the product reducing our service charge from the selling price.
If any customer have a problem with the product there is an option for return the product to
corresponding seller/vendor then the total amount of the product price given back to the customer
and the seller/vendor have no ability to payment for that product. So the seller/vendor takes the
responsibilities and care about the products, packing and shipping. The courier charge and all other
transporting are on the risk of seller/vendor and also pay the charges for that. Offer Loja.com has no
responsibility for products and its shipping. If seller/vendor have any promotion/offer please inform
and we listed that in the site
We may change our seller fees from time to time by posting the changes on the Offer Loja.com site
14 days in advance, but with no advance notice required for temporary promotions or any changes
that result in the reduction of fees.
Our policies are often based on country and state laws, although in some cases, they may also be
based on input from our customers and our own discretion, especially for dangerous or sensitive
items.
The duties for our sellers/vendors
 Keep Updated with your page
 Keep updated with Team Offer Loja
 Please take immediate response and action when a product sale is done in your page
 Transport the ordered product to the customer with in one day and inform Offer Loja.com
Sales department

 Offer Loja.com has no responsibility for products and its shipping.
 Offer Loja.com don't pay any transportation or courier charge to be the seller
The benefits for our sellers/vendors
 Making savings in set-up and operational costs. You don't need to rent high street premises,
pay shop assistants or answer a lot of pre-sales queries.
 Reducing order processing costs - customer orders can automatically come straight into your
orders database from the website.
 Reaching a global audience, thereby increasing sales opportunities.
 Competing with larger businesses by being able to open 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
 Being able to receive payment more quickly from on line transactions.
 Attracting customers who would not normally have investigated your type of high street
outlet.
 Improving your offerings using the data gathered by tracking customer purchases.
 Using your on line shop as a catalogue for existing customers.
 On line selling will work best if you have:
 Well defined products or services that can be sold without human involvement in the sales
process
 Fixed prices for all types of potential customers
 Products or services that can be delivered within a predictable lead time

Seller/vendor Support
Call Us
09961282028 | 07012895858

E-mail Us
info@Offer Loja.com | sales@Offer Loja.com

